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Arrival at Michalaski
On the 12th of August 1850, H.M.S. Enterprise reached the
Bering Strait, to continue the search for the lost expedition
under the command of Sir John Franklin. Our consort, the
Investigator, we had not seen since leaving Magellan Strait.
After a short visit to the ice, we returned to the Southward, and
at Point Hope, on the 31st, we found a letter from the Herald
stating that the Investigator had rounded Point Barrow on the
4th of August with a fair breeze, and that the Plover had gone to
Greatly Harbor (Point Barrow), to look out for winter quarters.

We proceeded to Point Clarence where we met the Plover
in the inner harbor. From Captain Moore we heard that he had

HMS Enterprise, Surgeon Edward Adams’ ship under the command of
Captain Richard Collinson, CB, RN as pictured in 1852. There was a claim
made by Collinson when he returned to England in 1854 that it was his
ship on this voyage which completed the first Northwest Passage. (Belcher)



passed the preceding winter in Kotzebue Sound, and that in
the spring, W. Primmer had visited the Russian Fur Post
(Michalaski) in Norton Sound. From the governor of the Fort
he learned that a party of Englishmen, consisting of an officer
and 12 men, had been living on one of the rivers in the interi-
or for the past two years. They were said to be very short of
food and in great distress and to have bartered their guns for
small supplies of food. A party of the Indians with whom they
had traded visited them at the inland post, shortly before, and
had with them several guns, one of which had been purchased
by the Russians. It was supposed that this might possibly be a
party from one of J. Franklin’s ships. It having been deter-
mined that the ship should go to Hong Kong for the winter,
Lieutenant John Barnard and myself volunteered to remain at
the Post in Norton Sound, for the purpose of proceeding to
Darabin to clear up the report.

(There are no journal entries for the period between August
and October; this is exactly as it appears in the journal.)

On the 12th of October, at 3 PM, the ship anchored off Micha-
laski, and the provisions etc. were got on shore during the
evening. Our party consisted of only one seaman, Thomas
Cousins, besides ourselves.

We landed at midnight at the post, and when the boat
shoved off, we found ourselves on the beach with all our
trappings lying about in all directions, and surrounded by a
party of Russians, none of whom could speak a word of our
language, nor did we know anything of theirs. Fortunately,
there was amongst them a Californian who had been on
board the Plover, so that with a few words of English and
Spanish, and a good deal of signs, we soon found ourselves
partly understood.

(A “Californian” in Russian Alaska may seem surprising, yet
the Russian American Company was in fact quite active along
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the western coast of North America. In 1812 the Russian
American Company purchased land from Indians in the Span-
ish colony of California and erected Fort Ross. Fort Ross was
only partially successful for food cultivation to supply the
Russian settlements in Alaska as was planned, and the fort and
surrounding land was sold in 1841 to John Sutter. It is one of
the ironies of history that the Company sold its California
holdings because of lack of profits, yet the discovery of gold
on Sutter’s land began the California Gold Rush of 1849.)

As the accommodation in the Fort was very bad, the Governor
kindly gave up one of the rooms in his own house to us, where
we took up our quarters.

In the morning the ship again stood in, and sent us a
chronometer which had been forgotten the night before. By
the afternoon we had got our store a little together, so that we
could see what we had. We soon found that scarcely anything
but the provisions had been sent. Amongst the missing items
were hatchets, portable boat, fur blankets, presents and articles
for barter. The ship was still but a short distance from the land,
so we fired the guns of the Fort, and sent a fast canoe after her,
but all to no purpose, as a breeze sprung up and she was soon
out of sight. Thus left to ourselves we were obliged to make
the best of it. Indeed, considering the way in which things had
been handled on shore, I thought we were most fortunate in
getting what we did.

The orders upon which we were to act were as follows:

As it appears to me desirable that reports relative to white men
having been seen on the shores of the Polar Sea should be thor-
oughly investigated, and you having volunteered your services,
as well as Mr. Adams, Assistant Surgeon, to prosecute this
enquiry thorough the Russian Posts of Norton Sound, it is my
intention to land you both, with Thomas Cousins (A.B.), provi-
sioned for seven months at Michalaski. By information obtained
by Commander Moore, it appears that the latter place is greatly
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reported to by Native Tribes, who maintain a traffic along the
coast to Point Barrow.

It will therefore be advisable that one, if not two, of the party
should remain at that place, while the others are proceeding to the
Posts in the Interior, where it should be readily ascertained, from
the nature of the furs brought for barter, whether a communica-
tion is maintained with the Polar Sea; and if such should prove to
be the case, you will endeavor to obtain the number of days such
a journey is performed in, whether the country is occupied by
several, or one, tribe; and the feasibility of a party reaching the
Polar Sea by this route in the ensuing summer. In the event of
obtaining any palpable information of the missing expedition,
you will endeavor to establish communication with them; afford-
ing them the information of the deposits of Provisions midway
between Cape Smith and Refuge Inlet, as well as the third Sea
Horse Island from the North. But unless you have the means at
your command, either through the Natives or the Russian author-
ities, of conveying provisions, you will be careful not to add dis-
tress to the famishing party by joining it.

The Hudson Bay servants being sufficiently on the alert to
make enquiry throughout their territory, there will be no object
gained by your resorting to any of their Posts; but if means of
exchanging information are to be had, you will endeavor to ascer-
tain the result of Commander Pelley’s expedition this year.

During the winter you will lose no opportunity of communi-
cating the information you may from time to time acquire to
Commander Moore; and in the course of the month of May, you
will repair to the “Plover” in Greatly Harbor; bringing with you,
if possible, an interpreter acquainted with the dialect to the North-
ward.

Given under my hand on board H.M. Ship “Enterprise” in
Norton Sound, October, 1850.

(Signed) Rd Collinson
Lieutenant John Travis Barnard
H.M. Ship Enterprise

Michalaski Redoubt, the headquarters of the Russian Fur
Company in this district, is situated a little inside the extremi-
ty of a small peninsula, the neck of which is opposite to Stew-
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ard Island, just a little Southward of Cape Stevens. It is in Lat-
itude 68 degrees 28 N and Longitude 161 degrees 52 W and
stands on the base of a sloping point of land. The sides form
the sides of a parallelogram, and are surrounded by a high
stockade surmounted by a Chevaux de Frise, with flanking
towers at the North and South corners.

Upon entering the principal gateway upon the Northeast
side, you come at once to a dirty courtyard. On the left hand
are two storehouses and the trading store, on the right the Gov-
ernor’s house, the barracks for the men, and a small block-
house commanding the gateway and the interior of the
courtyard, and at the further end the bath house and cooking
house. At the Western corner, behind the other building, is a
new barracks in the course of construction.

The Governor’s house is well built of wood. It consists of
one good room 14 by 16 feet, a smaller one adjoining, a
kitchen, storerooms etc. The barracks are divided into a room
for the married men and their families, one of the same size for
the single men, and two smaller ones for the headmen. These
all open into a central lobby, and might be pretty comfortable
if kept clean, but in their present state the Russian accommo-
dations are far worse than the Natives’ huts. 

The new barracks is well built and promises to be comfort-
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able enough. The other buildings are made of roughly built
logs, with a thatch roof of grass. The two flanking towers are
well and strongly built of squared logs of driftwood. They are
octagonal, and project from the corners of the stockade, so as
to effectively protect its sides. They each mount 4 small guns,
and are looped holed for musketry.

The buildings outside the stockade consist of a small, well-
built chapel, a grain wind mill, a large outhouse, a Black-
smith’s shop, and a small octagonal blockhouse near the
entrance gate.

The establishment of the Fort consists of a Governor, two

In most respects Russian Alaska was simply an extension of Siberian Russia.
Russian styles of building construction were retained in Alaska, and usually
included such features as octagon sided log buildings. In this early period
dwellings featured thatched roofs, which were the norm in both the new
land and Siberia. A curious yet significant method of fixing the size of the
logs used in construction of Russian buildings was to fall a tree and fire a
musket into it. The bullet was then dug out and the amount of penetration
was ascertained by measuring how far the projectile had perforated the
wood. The size of the log to be used for building was determined by
doubling this distance, thereby taking into account the varied density of
types of wood as encountered by Russians across Europe. (Sachote)



head men, Blacksmith, Carpenter, and 18 men; of whom 9 are
Russians, 4 Fins, 5 Half breeds, and 4 Indians (2 from Sitka
and 2 from Darabin). There are no European women, but two
of the Russians and 3 of the Half breeds have married Native
women. The Governor’s pay is about 40 Lbs Sterling per
annum, the mens’ 20 Lbs per year, but the headmen a trifle
more. They are allowed 2 pounds of Rye bread per day, and
fish when there is any, besides this, which is their usual fair,
they can purchase from the stores deer, rancid butter, extra
flour, tobacco, clothes etc.

The fort of Saint Michaels in the mid-nineteenth century was comparatively
well manned and fortified by Russian American Company standards.
Edward Adams and his companions stayed in the Governor’s house which,
by using Edward Adams’ map of the post, is the building near the center
of the picture with smoke coming from the chimney. Company employees
were able to marry Native women when stationed in Alaska, which
accelerated the process of acculturation in the colony. When Russian naval
Lieutenant L.A. Zagoskin visited the fort in 1842, he wrote that Native and
Creole women “could all waltz skillfully, dance the French quadrille
gracefully, all could knit scarves well and little caps.”  It would be difficult
to overstate the effects several generations of contact with the aristocratic
society based on the institution of serfdom had on Alaskan Natives, a
people who for the most part embraced the rich, inclusive yet firmly
stratified culture of Mother Russia. (Sachote)



During the summer the men are employed in piling driftwood
for the winter’s use, and taking the dogs to Garishka, a fishing
station on the coast to the Northward, but the principal part of
the fine weather is occupied by conveying stores to the three
Interior Posts on the “Quekopuk” river, or “Kockpak” as the
Russians call it. For this purpose they use large open boats 60
foot in length drawing from 2 1/2 to 3 feet of water. A vessel
from Sitka (the Company’s headquarters) visits Michalaski
annually, about June, bringing stores etc. for the different sta-
tions, and taking away the skins. As soon as she arrives a boat
is sent up the river. They generally take about 6 weeks to reach
Darabin (400 miles away) where they stay a fortnight and it
takes 3 weeks to return. A trip to Garishka afterwards for the
dogs and fish, concludes the boat work for the summer. In the
winter their principal employment is fetching home and cut-
ting up firewood; with now and then a visit to one of the
neighboring Posts or villages for the purpose of trading,
procuring skins etc. The Half breeds and Indians act as inter-
preters, and clean skins etc.

The peninsula upon which the Redoubt is situated is in gen-
eral from about 30 to 50 to 100 feet above the sea, but some
parts of it are scarcely above high water. About half a mile from
the Fort is a salt marsh, which is connected into a lake at high
water, and several freshwater lakes forming a chain across the
land to the sea on each side. Some of the waters unite and form
a navigable channel across the neck of the isthmus, of which
the boats take advantage in bad weather, and thus avoid dou-
bling Stewart Island. The land on the opposite of Tobeukof
Bay, and to the Northward, is more cleared, and still volcanic,
with numerous hills of some little height, upon the tops of
which are many well marked extinct craters.

The other Fur Posts belonging to the Michalaski district
are: Garishka, a small fishing station on the coast to the North-
ward is in latitude 63 degrees 50 North and longitude 160
degrees 30' West. Eastward, on the Koikpuk river in latitude
61 degrees 45' North and 161 degrees 20' West. Ardeuac’hka
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on a branch of the river, in latitude 62 degrees 45' North and
longitude 158 degrees West. This last is the most Northern of
all their Posts in Russian America.

After we had been some days on shore the interpreter,
Pavel Oclagook, began to recollect some of the English lan-
guage which he had forgotten since he left the Plover, so that
we were enabled to ascertain the following particulars relative
to the stranded White men.

The inland Post of Darabin, or Oonalar’tof, as it is often
called, is situated on the right bank of the Kwikpak river
(translated as “the great river”), which falls into the bottom of
Norton Sound. It appears that the Russians at this post are in
the habit of ascending the river in the summer to a consider-
able distance, for the purpose of trading with the Indians for
Beaver skins etc.

(“Kwikpak” is one Native word for the Yukon River. The vari-
ous Native tribes who moved along the Yukon River had differ-
ent names for the river, which may cause some confusion for
the reader. As will become apparent later in the journal, the
Russians and Indians were unsure as to the Yukon’s source and
route, yet company employees stationed at Fort Nulato were
able to give details of the river’s course to Adams, which makes
it possible the Russians had ascended the river to its origins.)

They were thus employed in the summer of 1849, and when
about 300 miles above Darabin, they met with a tribe of Indi-
ans who occupy a branch of the river, called E’kko, or Ye’kko.
They were surprised to find these men in possession of 12
muskets (as they themselves never trust a Native with
firearms) which they said they had obtained from a party of
five White men, who had come to their river some time since,
built a house, and bartered their guns for skins and food. They
had also a good supply of knives, axes, beads etc. which the
Russians supposed to be of English manufacture. The Indians
were not friendly, and demanded powder and shot for their
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skins. They consented, however to take a letter to the people
for whom they had received the muskets, one of which they
sold to the Russian trader.

(The Yekko River is difficult to positively identify using this
description, as there are no large rivers this distance upriver
from Nulato. The Yukon’s junction with the Tanana River is
approximately 225 miles from Nulato, while the Porcupine
River enters the Yukon more than 400 miles from the fort. One
explanation for the recurring problem in correctly identifying
distances in the text may be that the Russian standard of meas-
urement is the “versta,” which is 0.66 miles. It is unknown if
Edward Adams knew this was the unit the Russians used when
figuring distances. Given the comments made by the Indians
and current knowledge of the time, it is most likely the Yekko
River as referred to here is the Porcupine River.) 

With this information we set about procuring dogs, intending to
go as far as Darabin to inquire more particularly into the matter,
and then of course to act according to circumstances. The Rus-
sians state that sledge traveling is impractical far beyond Dara-
bin, as there is no food to be had for either dogs or men, nor any
guides, on account of the country being uninhabited during the
winter, as the Indians migrate to the Southeast.

(Adams uses the name “Darabin” to identify both Fort Nula-
to and a Russian fur trader. The most current spelling of the
name has been fixed by scholars as Deriabin. As mentioned in
the preface, in an effort to present Adams’ journal as accurate-
ly as possible to readers, no changes in the spelling of names
were made in this edition, which requires more discipline of
the student but is necessary for historical precision.)

There were no dogs to be obtained near Michalaski, so that we
were obliged to wait quietly until the ice would enable us to
travel in search of the men.
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Nearly all the migratory birds had left before we arrived at
Michalaski, one or two straggling geese were seen, and a few
long tailed ducks yet remained, but these in a few days took
their departure, and left us only the hardy winter residents
which include the Raven, Willow Grouse, Black cap, Leper
Redpole and the Snow Bunting.

October 20th
Today the sea ice began to make, but only in very small quan-
tities as the thermometer was 28 degrees at noon. A brace of
Willow Grouse shot today were in perfect winter plumage,
and a few Gulls still remain. Since our arrival the weather has
been cool and frosty, but beautifully fine, and nearly calm
every day. The thermometer remains between 15 and 30
degrees. The lakes are all well frozen to a depth of 10 inches
thick, and the ground hard frozen, but not quite yet covered
with snow.

October 27th
For some days a good deal of ice has been driving about with
the tide, but it now appears well fixed at the bottom of all the
bays. The thermometer now keeps well below the freezing
point at noon, and more snow has fallen.

Early this morning nearly all the inhabitants of the Native
village turned out to fish through holes in the ice. The first
operation is making a hole about a foot in diameter, the person
then seats himself besides this, with his back to the wind, in
his left hand he holds a small rod about 2 1/2 ft. in length, to
which a whalebone line with 3 native hooks are attached. The
line is coiled around the left hand and passes through a loop at
the end of the rod, so that it can be gathered at leisure. The
hook consists merely of a piece of bone, from which a piece
of iron, or copper, projects. It is baited with a piece of seal’s
flesh, and fastened to the line by a piece of white quill from
the back of a wing feather. The sinker is generally a rounded
piece of bone, or a bullet.
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Where the fish are plentiful, the line is no sooner under the
ice before two hooks at least are captured. The fish are just
raised from the water and laid upon the edge of the snow. They
are then struck off the hooks with a small stick, which the fish-
erman holds in his left hand. Men, women and children are all
employed in this way in the autumn, and a single person often
takes 500 to 600 in a single tide. The day when they had a pret-
ty good catch I counted in an ordinary heap 500 fish. These
had been caught by one woman in the course of little more
than 4 hours. 

Before the ice makes they catch the same fish from the
projecting rocky points. They use the same line, but a longer
rod which they toss over their heads and drop the fish upon the
grass. There are two types of fish which they catch in this way,
one a small species of smelt, the other about 10 inches long
and very like the common whiting. The latter are by far the
most plentiful and when in season, are excellent eating, but in
spring are very watery and quite insipid. In autumn they are
packed in grass baskets and allowed to freeze, and this forms
a great part of the winter store of the natives.

The locality of Cape Stevens is entirely formed of a cliff
and the description will apply equally to it. Some of the stones
are much larger (3 feet in diameter) but they are regularly sort-
ed. It is about 200 feet in height and the upper part consists
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almost entirely of loose course sand and gravel. It stands near
a single large volcano and evidently the land here is formed of
the ejected material from it. A great deal of the face of the cliff
falls down every year when the thaw comes on, and last spring
a poor lad belonging to the village nearby, had unfortunately
taken his seat under it one day, when a block of stone fell upon
him and broke his thigh and arm, besides hitting him on the
head. When I saw him some months afterwards his leg and
arm were well, but from the injury to his head, his intellect had
become impaired.

October 31st
The last few days have been very fine, with the thermometer
about zero, without either wind or snow. Most of the natives
are very busy fishing. The little chief of the village (A-wook
took) whom we had sent out hunting today, brought us in a
few young deer. It was about three quarters grown, and when
cut-up, the four quarters alone weighed 97 pounds, without the
head and neck etc. I was out looking for birds and shot a brace
of Willow grouse, the only birds I saw. Hares seem to be very
scarce, and I did not see even the track of one. The only other
birds I saw were Snow Buntings, and a flock of Red poles.

November 8th
We began to have snow more or less every day, and by the 8th
of November it was sufficiently deep to render walking labo-
rious and snowshoes now became in request. The thermome-
ter now remains about zero, swinging as high as 10 or 15
degrees at noon. The ice appeared firmly fixed as far as the
eye can reach, and preparations are being made for those trav-
eling. The aurora has been seen once or twice, but very faint
and pale at present.

From this time the business of winter may be said to com-
mence, before entering upon which I will give a short account
of the native village and its inhabitants, with some of their
manners, customs etc.
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The Eskimo tribe inhabiting this part of the coast of Nor-
ton Sound call themselves Dikk’arre, and they occupy the
coast from the Koikpok river to Onga’laklik, near Garishka.
The chief village, though not the largest, is that near Michalas-
ki, is called Pa’tchoot, and is situated about 1/2 mile to the
eastward of the redoubt, upon the top of the old cliff overlook-
ing a snug little bay. It is a small village, consisting of only six
houses and the usual dancing house. The huts are well built of
split logs of drift wood. They are nearly square, a common
sized one will measure 18 feet by 16 feet. They are sunk 3 feet
in the ground, the logs are placed upright, and the roof slopes
to all sides leaving a small square hole in the roof’s center for
the smoke to exit, and another which may be covered for light.
This and the door are the only apertures and the latter is gen-
erally only a small hole in the wall covered with mats, but in
winter this is closed, and a small round hole in the floor leads
to an underground passage about 4 yards in length, from
which you emerge by a similar opening under a shed. The
sides are well banked up and the roof covered with earth.

The interior fittings are simple enough, a bench about 5
1/2 feet in width and raised 15 inches across each end, and
serves for seats during the day and for beds at night. A few
stones in the center of the hut are formed into a fireplace,
behind which are kept the bowls, cooking utensils etc. The
only lamp they use is the old native stone affair. In shape and
size it is like a common saucer, but thicker. This is placed in
another of rather large dimensions which catches the refuse
oil. The whole is supported on a piece of board fixed to the
wall. A wick of moss or cotton is placed on one side of the
saucer, which is filled with seal oil or pieces of blubber.

By mixing the refuse or burnt oil with fresh blood they
make a cement far stronger than glue. They use this for join-
ing wood work and for sealing the seams of kayaks etc. For
striking fire they now use nothing but the flint and steel, mak-
ing tinder from the blossoms of willow mixed with wetted
charcoal and then dried.
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(Before trade relations with the Russian American Company,
Alaskan Natives did not have the ability to readily make fire
when needed. Prior to contact, Eskimos used a fire bow, while
for Indians it was necessary to carry smoldering embers in
specially constructed wooden containers. As may be sur-
mised, to have the fire go out may well have meant death in
the cold climate.)

These few articles and some mats and skins to cover the
benches and for sleeping constitute their household furniture,
and when kept clean, one of these huts is a very comfortable
winter dwelling for a cold climate.

The inhabitants of this tribe were 9 men, 15 women, 4
male and 3 female children. Most of these people were badly
marked by the small pox. From various sources I judged it to
have prevailed here about 11 or 12 years since. Probably it
entered this area through the Hudson’s Bay country, when it
prevailed to a great extent in 1838. Many of the villages here
were half depopulated and some few suffered extremely. It has
not again appeared, but they have got scarcely recovered from
the devastation and speak of it with the utmost horror.

The dancing house is built of logs in the same way as the
other houses, but is much larger and higher. It is 30 feet
square and in height 13 feet. The floor instead of being clay,
is boarded, and the central boards are loose, so they can be
removed when the fire is lighted, and also so that dancers may
enter. A bench 3 feet wide and 3 1/2 feet from the floor, runs
round the inside. The entrance, in summer, is by a hole in the
wall, but in winter, by a hole in the center of the floor (over
the fireplace) and the passage leads to a shed outside. In win-
ter the fire is usually lighted every day in the afternoon, when
a large fire made of driftwood is lit, which fills the house with
smoke. When this fire passes off and the glowing charcoal
ceases to smoke, the hole in the roof is covered, and the tem-
perature remains 60 to 70 degrees all night. So hot indeed is
it, so that the natives when at work strip themselves quite



naked. They heat their huts in the same way, never keeping a
continuous fire except for the purpose of cooking. The danc-
ing house is used principally as a workshop during the day by
the men, and here they clean their skins, make kayaks,
sledges etc. In the evening it is the general assembly room of
the village, where residents and strangers meet to dance and
sing. It is the usual place of accommodation for visitors, and
some of the young men also sleep here. The women seldom
enter it, except in the evening.

The costume of the Eskimo of this part of Norton Sound dif-
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fers but little from their more northern brethren about Bering
Strait. The men wear a short frock, with a hood generally of
fawn skins, or in cold weather of deer skin. More rarely it is
made of the skins of the Marmot, Musk Rat, Pine Martin or
half-grown Deer. The trousers fit close to the leg, and are made
of Seal skin, usually with the hair outside. In very cold weather
they wear two coats, one with the hair next to the skin, the other
with it outside, but in most winters one coat is sufficient.
Mocassins, in winter, are made of the skins from Deers’ legs.
They reach to near the knees, and are often ornamented with
bands of white hair and fringes etc. Their soles are of a stout seal
or walrus skin. Their summer ones are made of dressed thin Seal
skin and are perfectly waterproof, but they require care when
drying. Indeed, if a man constantly wears moccasins it is neces-
sary that he should have a wife to look after them.

Their coats are generally trimmed around the edges with
fringes of Glutton skins, which is in great request amongst
them and girded about the waist with some fanciful belt of
skin, from which is suspended behind, the tail of a Wolf. So
universal is this custom of wearing the tail, that I have often
seen a boy, scarcely able to walk, with a large Wolves tail trail-
ing after him on the ground.

Caps are seldom seen. When they are, they are mostly of
some short fur and fitting close to the head, or are of European
manufacture. The cut of the hair is universal amongst the men,
and is generally confined to a large circular spot on the crown,
leaving a band of their hair hanging in long locks down the
neck. The above is the common practice, but sometimes the
head is entirely shaven, with the exception of a few long locks
on the person, and I saw in two instances nothing left but a
long braided tail, exactly similar to the Chinese fashion.

Most of the men have their lips pierced for the labret, but
they appear to be going out of fashion in the vicinity of Saint
Michaels. They are made of ivory, large blue beads and stones
of various sorts. They are cut in the form of studs and insert-
ed into small slits made below the angles of the mouth. Their
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general form is spherical or nearly so, but some are broad and
thin and of 2 to 3 inches in length. The beads are set upon a
plate of ivory or white stone and vary from one to four in
number. These are some of the more common ones, but they
differ much in both form and material. Earrings of beads are
sometimes worn, fastened to the ear by a fancifully carved
ivory hook.

The coats worn by the women differ from those of the men
in being longer, and in trimming at the knee in two rounded
flaps. They are also more ornamented, with fringes etc. They
are almost always made of fawn skin, and in cold weather an
undercoat of white hare’s fur is worn next to the skin. A belt is
always worn abroad, but is taken off in the hut. It is often
made of the incisor teeth of deer or fawns, laid one over anoth-
er, like scales. The Wolf’s tail is never worn by women.

The hair is worn very long, and parted in the middle line
from the forehead to the neck; below the ears it is confined by
a strip of fur or a string of beads and twisted into a knot. Some-
times it is thus confined at the ears and the ends braided and
passed around the head, forming a rather pretty coronal. It is
only the younger women who take much trouble about their
hair, and they generally wash and dress it every morning at
least, but never apply oil to it. It is always jet black and
straight. I never but once saw an Eskimo with curly hair, and
he had a head very much like a Negro, nor did I ever see any
shade of brown in their hair, in some of the old people it turns
grey, and in one man, a Leper, it was quite white, but both
these cases were to the northward of Bering Strait.

Large strings of beads are worn round the neck and ear-
rings passing behind the neck from ear to ear. The nose is
sometimes pierced and some few of them wear three strands
of beads hung therefrom. Bracelets of copper, brass or beads
are always worn. The chin is sometimes tattooed in three ver-
tical lines, the center one ½ inch broad, the others narrow, but
this is only amongst the married women, and a few curious
lines are often tattooed on the back and arms, which I believe
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are considered a pledge of friendship. I never saw any other
part of the body marked amongst the Norton Sound Eskimo.

The children’s dress differ in nothing from their parents,
but the female children often wear large strings of beads hang-
ing down their backs. The trousers of the women are much
ornamented from the knee to the ankle, where they are fas-
tened to the mocassins, and they are made of alternate white
and brown stripes of deer skins.

The principal tools used by the men are for carpentering,
and consist of a cutting bow etc. They consist of a native
adze, which is used instead of an axe and much preferred to
it. It is merely a flat piece of iron ½ inch broad, made fast to
the end of a wooden or deer antler handle with thongs. This
tool seems to be in use amongst the whole Eskimo nation,
from Siberia to Greenland. I once saw one of their original
stone adzes, which they used before the introduction of iron
amongst them. It was formed of a large piece of chert-like
stone, a foot long and 2 inches thick. It took a good edge, and
they said it made a very good tool, but was heavy compared
to the iron one. They use a common sheath knife, which is
seldom more than a piece of hoop iron, and they complain
much that the Russians will not let them have tools, or the
curved knife, which is considered the most useful of all their
tools. They use it for hollowing all sorts of things, wooden
dishes, boxes etc. A knife of any sort is always held with the
little finger to the blade, as they hold a dagger.
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“I once saw one of their
original stone axes…it was
heavy and clumsy...”
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(By 1850 the usage of stone tools had completely fallen out of
fashion with the Natives. Consequently, the appearance of
lithic (stone) tools was an object of curiosity, even for the
Eskimos. Another indication of the level of culture assimila-
tion by the Eskimos living near Saint Michaels is the inclusion
of western dress by the Eskimos, as evidenced by the wearing
of hats of European manufacture at the time of Adams’ visit.)

For cutting ivory, bone etc., they use a piece of blunt iron of
the adjoining form, with the sharp angle of which they cut
through the bone as well as a saw would do. They use drills
with a bow, like the common European one, but instead of
leaning upon it with the arm or chest, they hold between their
teeth a piece of wood, in which is a hole for the drill end, and
this is pressed upon, the left hand therefore free. The drill bow
is generally a piece of Walrus tusk, on which is cut figures of
men, deer etc.

These few tools, with an old file, constitute all their appa-
ratus, with which they make their sledges, kayaks, huts, bows
and indeed everything. As fastening for kayaks etc., they use
nothing but wooden or ivory pegs, glue and lashings of hide,
and these are far better for their purpose than nails or screws
would be.

The Eskimo women possess but few worldly goods. A few
needles (of European make) in an ivory case, some deer sinew
for thread, some scraps of hide fitted to the end of the fore fin-
ger as a thimble, the oloo, or “women’s knife”, and a scraper
for cleaning skins, are all the tools they use in their numerous
avocation. The oloo is their most useful instrument. It like the
above, with a rounded edge like a Sadler’s knife. They use it
in cleaning and cutting up skins for clothing, for cutting up
seals, and as a knife generally.

Their dishes are oval in shape, and hewn out of a solid
piece of driftwood. They are generally neatly made with a pro-
jecting edge, and often have some grotesque figure painted in
the bottom with black and red paint. They also make bowls of



The oloo.

all shapes, some of them very large, of driftwood. The bottom
is a shallow oval dish, round the edge of which a thin broad
piece of wood is bent, and secured with pegs and lashings and
the seams stopped with glue. A handle is sometimes added,
which is simply a piece of bone or ivory laid across the top and
secured at each end. They make excellent earthen pots from
the volcanic clay found in the cliffs.

The clay is well kneaded and mixed with sand, dogs’ hair
and fine straw. It is then formed into a tall circular pot, and
fired by enclosing it in a pile of driftwood. This pot they prin-
cipally use in cooking their food, and they sometimes get an
iron pot or a copper kettle from the Russians, but for these
they have to pay a long price.

Their food varies with the season. During the summer they
live almost exclusively on fish, and seals, with an occasional
porpoise, walrus or other variety of sea animal. In winter they
get seals, fish either dried or frozen, venison and berries and
now and then bear’s meat, or beaver’s meat, from the In’galik
Indians. Some of the more fortunate of them get a little bread
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“The Eskimo women posses but few wordly
goods. A few needles (of European make)
an ivory case…”



and tea from the Russians, and they seem almost as fond of the
latter article as the Russians themselves.

Soon after our arrival their visitor dances began, and the
first of these I saw certainly struck me as one of these wildest
and most diabolical scenes I had ever witnessed. The large
dancing house, black with the smoke of years, was dimly
highlighted by 3 or 4 lamps, which shed a dull uncertain light
throughout the dark space. Most of the inhabitants and a few
strangers were present, about 40 men, women and children,
many of the former half-naked, some of them wholly so. The
company soon disposed of themselves upon and under the
benches, leaving the center of the house clear. Having seated
ourselves by the chief on the bench, he took up his tambourine
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“The large dancing house, black with the smoke of years, was dimly
lighted by 3 or 4 lamps, which shed a dull, uncertain light throughout
the dark space.” (Knhxarob)



and the dance commenced. Two of the young men entered the
arena. They were naked to the waist, but wore their trousers,
mocassins and wolves’ tails, with fillets of fur round their
heads and arms.

As soon as these had taken their place the spectators com-
menced a low chant, which was continued for a few minutes.
At the first tap of the tambourine the dancers gave a simulta-
neous jump into the air, and then for sometime continued
shouting, jumping and throwing themselves into all sorts of
extraordinary attitudes, with the singing being kept up all the
time, and the chief beating time on his tambourine. After a
short continuance of this violent exercise, the performers were
joined by three others, and the same jumping etc. gone over
again. Now and then some of the women joined in, but they
wore their coats and confined themselves to particular stances,
without shouting and jumping. This continues for about 2
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“Eskimaux dancing (from Native carvings upon ivory.” (Adams)



hours with a rest at intervals, and an occa-
sional change in performers. Altogether the
noise of the singing, the tambourine and the
shouts of the dancers, the smoky and dimly
lighted hut, and the half-seen, wild figures
of its inmates, formed a scene not easily
forgotten. I afterward found that all their
gestures were intended to represent some
particular scene or action, mostly related to
hunting, catching seals etc. The songs con-
sist of short recitation of praise or compli-
ment, or as some particular occurrence as a
welcome to strangers, a successful hunt etc. The chorus almost
always began with the following words, “Un’g-a! Ay-a’! Yu!
Ya! Ya! Hey’ ya- ya! Ay-a! “ and followed by every verse of the
song. I cannot say that their singing was at all musical, but it
certainly had a very inspiring effect upon the dancers.

The tambourine is generally a very well made article. A
light circular frame is made of driftwood, to which is fixed a
short ivory handle, by which it can be held in the left hand.
Over one side of this frame is stretched the stomach of a wal-
rus, or any large animal they may chance to kill. When the
membrane becomes relaxed by dampness, it merely requires a
little heat to trim it. It is not used by striking with the hand
upon the skin, but it is struck on the edge of the frame near the
handle with a small stick held in the right hand.

November 9th
This evening whilst I was at the village, considerable excite-
ment was caused by the arrival of an Indian from the Koikpak’
river, from a village called On’-ve’ke, midway between the
Darabin and the Ekartwoot posts. All the inhabitants immedi-
ately assembled in the dancing house to hear the news. When
I went in I found them all surrounding a wild looking fellow
who was seated on the floor eating from a dish before him. As
soon as he had finished and had his smoke, the talk com-
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